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Abstract 
 

Psychological separability of emotion reactivity and emotion regulation has been useful for 

thinking about and studying emotion, but does psychological separability necessarily suggest 

neural separability? Prior research has suggested that one can distinguish between primarily 

emotion reactivity-related regions such as the amygdala, and emotion regulation-related regions 

such as lateral prefrontal regions. In this research, we study how separable these neural 

substrates of emotion reactivity and emotion regulation are. In two independent samples (sample 

1: n=118; sample 2: n=150), we used functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) to scan 

participants' brains while they were instructed to react to emotional stimuli naturally or to 

regulate their emotion while viewing emotional stimuli. In both samples, as expected, 

previously-thought regulation regions' neural activation for emotion regulation was greater than 

0. However, their neural activation for emotion reactivity, interestingly, was even greater than 

that for emotion regulation. Moreover, using a multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA), we found 

that the neural signals in previously-thought regulation regions could be used to classify whether 

an individual is reacting to an emotional stimulus (vs. a neutral stimulus) with much higher 

accuracy than to classify whether an individual is regulating emotion (vs. just reacting naturally). 

These findings convergently challenge the separate view of the neural substrates of emotion 

reactivity and emotion regulation and support an integral view instead. 
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